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Abstract 
Knowing that the tourism sector is able to generate significant social, economic and cultural benefits and de-
velopment, looking for novel ways to improve this sector is more than justified. The tourism industry has not
been immune to evolving advancements in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). Novel tech-
nology solutions and approaches have potential to significantly revolutionize this sector, making the vision of
smart tourism omnipresent. Going further by investing in the greening of the tourism sector, sustainable, smart
and green tourism will soon become reality. Protected environment and preserved cultural heritage and natu-
ral assets through the reduced usage of energy and reduced hazardous pollutants will consequently lead to 
economically, socially and environmentally sustainable tourism sector. These three components, green build-
ing, green energy and green waste are at the same time parts of the green management concept. Hence, to
realize a vision of successful green tourism, it is essential to perform adequate green management implemen-
tations, including certain marketing efforts, namely green marketing. This paper presents an analysis of vari-
ous greening processes of tourism sector with the help of ICTs and highlights the importance of green man-
agement and green marketing in achieving smart, green and sustainable tourism sector. 
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Introduction 
The advancements in Information and Communi-
cation Technologies (ICTs) have dramatically 
transformed all industries and sectors. Even 
though the tourism and travel industries are not 
seen as the quickest adopters of technology, they 
are very information intensive and the novel ICT 
solutions, especially Internet of Things (IoT) (a 
worldwide network of intercommunicating physi-
cal objects/"things") have revolutionized these 
sectors more than any other factor in the last few 
decades (Iyer, Chakraborty, & Dey, 2015). Due to 
the numerous diverse connectable devices and 
interconnecting people and things anytime, at any 
place, with anything and anyone (ideally using 
any way and any service) alongside automatically 
collected data, completely new services and fea-
tures appear, holding the potential to generate 
enormous market opportunities as well as make 
people lives smarter and more sustainable (Nitti, 
Pilloni, Giusto, & Popescu, 2017). In other words, 
facilitating information generation, dissemination 

and distribution through the latest technology in-
novations make smart tourism vision omnipresent, 
improving operational efficiencies in this sector 
and customer satisfaction (Maksimovic & 
Gavrilovic, 2016). Hence, many hospitality and 
travel companies are investing heavily in novel 
ICT solutions, placing the customer at the first 
place (Morris, 2016). According to Columbus 
(2016) the travel, transportation, and hospitality 
industry are leading the way in IoT implementa-
tion with average IoT spend per company in 2015 
($128.9 million) and as a percentage of revenue 
(0.60%) across all thirteen industries surveyed 
(Table 1). The tourism industry has significant 
potential to be a key factor in the world economy 
growth (United Nations Environment Programme 
and World Tourism Organization, 2012). While 
the direct contribution of travel and tourism was 
$2,155.4 billion in 2013, it is predicted that it will 
rise by 4.2 percent annually in 2014-2024, to 
$3,379.3 billion in 2024 (World Travel & Tour-
ism Council, 2016). 
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However, simply implementing novel technol-
ogies and making tourism smart is not enough in 
the process of creating the tourism as the world’s 
largest industry. It is more important to make the 
tourism and travel industries sustainable. Know-
ing that the tourism sector is responsible for 5% to 
12% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
(Peeters & Dubois, 2010) it is mandatory to work 
and accept term sustainable tourism from both 
tourists and tour operators (Nitti et al., 2017). 
Economically, socially and environmentally sus-
tainable fast growing tourism sector can be 
achieved only by using recyclable or renewable 
technologies, protecting the environment, respect-
ing local cultures, improving local communities, 
involving businesses, staffs and tourists in sus-
tainable practices, minimizing energy usage and 
pollution and conserving cultural and natural as-
sets. Therefore, this paper analyses the processes 
of making the tourism sector smart and at the 
same time sustainable through implementing 
green ICTs and adequate management and mar-
keting efforts. 

 
Table 1   The IoT spending metrics by industry 

 

Q9 (Global Industries): Average Industry Spend on IoT 
Initiatives as a percentage of Company Revenue 

Industry 

Average 
IoT 2015 
Spend 
Per 
Compa-
ny (in $ 
millions) 

Average 
revenue Per 
Compa-
ny/Industry  
(in $ mil-
lions) 

IoT 
Spend as 
a Per-
centage 
of Reve-
nue 

Travel,  
transportation, and  
hospitality 

$ 128.87 $ 21,491.02 0.60% 

Industrial  
manufacturing $ 121.28 $ 21,157.43 0.57% 

Media and  
entertainment $ 47.15 $ 8,241.67 0.57% 

Telecommunica-
tions $ 110.67 $ 20,223.81 0.55% 

Utilities $ 67.74 $ 14,411.54 0.47% 
Banking and  
financial  
services 

$ 117.35 $ 26,425.66 0.44% 

High tech $ 96.91 $ 24,717.54 0.39% 
Automotive $ 93.51 $ 26,888.64 0.35% 
Healthcare and life 
sciences $ 56.20 $16,986.36 0.33% 

Retail $ 41.80 $ 13,473.16 0.31% 
Insurance $ 77.67 $ 25,990.91 0.30% 
Consumer package 
goods $ 41.20 $ 17,430.42 0.24% 

Energy $ 74.89 $ 33,686.29 0.22% 
 

Source: Columbus, 2016. 

 
 

1. Greening the tourism sector 
The development of the travel industry, among 
numerous benefits, also results in significant con-
tribution to GHG emissions, increased non-
renewable energy and water consumption, waste 
generation, damage to local terrestrial and marine 
biodiversity and threats to the survival of local 
cultures, built heritage and traditions (United Na-
tions Environment Programme and World Tour-
ism Organization, 2012). Even the Internet, mo-
bile technology, and the IoT immensely improve 
the tourism sector by connecting people, places, 
organizations, and facilities in unprecedented 
ways, and their rapid growth at the same time re-
sults in increased waste, GHG emissions and/or 
the consumption of natural and non-renewable 
raw materials. The resource-intensive manufactur-
ing and utilization of ICT products and systems 
and escalating volumes of solid and toxic waste 
may have negative effects on human and envi-
ronment (Vidas-Bubanja, 2014), and as such rep-
resent major challenges towards sustainable de-
velopment and sustainable place for living. 
Hence, greening the tourism industry, or any other 
sector, involves efficiency improvements in ener-
gy, water, and waste systems, which consequently 
saves money and prevents pollution. Alongside 
cost savings and environmental benefits, the 
greening actions lead to other benefits, such as 
health, liability as well as public image.  

Some of the actions that significantly contrib-
ute to pollution prevention and reduction include: 
using motion sensor light switches, installing re-
cycling bins, using products and materials with 
recycled content, reuse materials, reduce printing 
or use double-sided printing, use reusable cups 
and dishes, substitute hazardous cleaning agents 
with friendlier biodegradable products, etc. In 
order to minimize the negative impacts of tech-
nology applications on human and environment, 
the greening process consists of technology appli-
cation development without damaging, over-
exploiting or depleting natural resources, energy 
consumption reduction, the creation of products 
which can be completely reused or reclaimed, 
decreasing the amount of waste and pollution dur-
ing manufacturing and utilization. In other words, 
the green, environmental or clean technology in-
volves environmental sustainable designing, man-
ufacturing, using and disposing, with minimal or 
no impact to the environment (Fig. 1), and as a 
such represents a central enabling technology 
supporting green growth and the development of 
the green economy (Green ICT, n.d). According 
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to the United Nations Environment Programme 
and the World Tourism Organization (2012), 
green economy can be defined as one of the ef-
fects of improved quality of life and social equity 
accompanied with preserved and enhanced envi-
ronmental quality. Even though it is expected that 
green ICTs will make a future greener, in which 
human will be more aware of technology impact 
on the environment and human health, there are 
technical, commercial and regulatory barriers to 
their introduction, development, and implementa-
tion. 

 

 
Figure 1   The goals of green technology 

Source: Maksimović, 2018 

 
The increasing number of smart devices has a 

huge impact on the travel and hotel industry. 
Hence, the essence of smart and at the same time 
sustainable, green or responsible tourism is in the 
use of green ICTs. The utilization of sensors, 
cameras and smartphones, Cloud services and 
IoT, Big Data analysis and collaboration of the 
web and mobile services, significantly contribute 
to greening the tourism industry. Some of the 
benefits the advent and application of novel green 
technologies offer are (Young, 2015; Mimos, 
2015; Morris, 2016; Travel Tech Inc., 2017; 
Emerging Technology in Travel, 2017): 

 

▪ With the IoT the interactive mobility solu-
tions can be offered to potential tourists in 
the sense of virtual tours of a destination 
before booking. Through services such as 
e-demonstrator (to offer a unique cultural 
experience and activities), and e-tour guide 
(for personalized travel guide services to 
enrich travel experience and ensure tour-
ists’ safety and security throughout the 
journey), tourists are experiencing cultural 
and heritage destination.  

▪ The use of touch screens through mobile 
tours and apps enable travelers to find their 
gate at the airport, to experience smoother 

and faster verification process at the lanes 
(consequently lead to lower cases of 
missed flights and shorter transit periods) 
while portable devices and users can be 
tracked with the help of IoT. Thanks to the 
IoT gate agents can locate late passen-
gers and expedite departures. 

▪ The IoT solutions can help travelers from 
route planning to lodging arrangement and 
journey planning. Ubiquitous gadgets help 
travelers to record time, speed/pace, dis-
tance, location, elevation and allow instant 
communication with similar peers en route 
or who have checked into the same loca-
tion, as well as to instantly look for a help 
if they get into any trouble at any point of 
their journey. 

▪ With the help of mobile Intelligent Travel 
Assistance (Fig. 2) tourists can manage and 
organize travel information during their trip 
through real-time translation of written 
words and accessing layers of digital in-
formation about city environments, land-
marks and transportation. Such solutions 
are able to work with a consolidated itiner-
ary automatically modifying all travel plans 
and informing family members or business 
associates in the case of any change.  

▪ Through the smartphones and apps, guests 
can alert the resort staff about their arrival, 
so that upon entering the room, the room 
temperature and the lights already adjust to 
guest needs. Moreover, with the help of 
IoT, smart devices (e.g. smart thermostats, 
coffee makers, connected mirrors, robot 
butlers, smart light bulbs) can work togeth-
er to automatically personalize environ-
mental conditions for guests based on their 
proximity and movement patterns. For in-
stance, smartphone can communicate with 
the door panel so that the door unlocks au-
tomatically when the guest is near his/her 
room, while lighting and temperature can 
be automatically set based on sensor data 
from IoT devices, therefore increasing effi-
ciency and eliminating waste. 

▪ Hotels can automatically send electronic 
key cards to their guests’ mobile devices, 
providing a comprehensive self-check-in 
and keyless room entry. Moreover, for re-
turning guests, hotels can save room pref-
erences and automatically personalized 
content at each visit. Hotels can use IoT to 
keep tabs on guests’ electricity or water 

REDUCE (e.g., fuels, waste, energy consumption, wastage of clean water)

RECYCLE (e.g., paper, plastic, cans, batteries)

REFUSE (e.g., do not use plastic bags)

RENEW (e.g., wind power, water power, solar energy, bio-fuel, waste water)

RESPONSIBILITY (e.g., do not waste electricity, water, fuel, food)
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consumption, automatically alerting the 
front desk if consumption exceeds a preset 
limit. Furthermore, if the hotel has an IoT-
enabled elevator which can send infor-
mation to technicians for immediate repair, 
the hotel authorities do not have to worry 
about the repair process. 

▪ IoT technologies can facilitate surveillance 
of travel-related diseases - infectious dis-
eases and other adverse health outcomes in 
returning travelers, foreign visitors and 
immigrants. 

▪ Using IoT technologies, patients’ health 
conditions can be monitored remotely and 
continuously as they enjoy a vacation while 
recuperating after a medical procedure. The 
vacation phase of posttreatment includes 
follow-up for medical procedures via 
teleconsultation and support the continuity 
of care. 

 

 
 

Figure 2   The Ecosystem for an Intelligent  
Travel Assistant 

Source: Travel Tech Inc., 2017. 

 
These application cases are just examples how 

novel green technology solutions can contribute to 
the greening tourism sector, making it sustainable 
and directly affect revenue generation and cus-
tomer retention. However, to achieve full poten-
tial in the green ICTs utilization in the tourism 
sector, it is necessary to deal with the privacy and 
security issues of customers’ data. Only by guar-
anteeing the privacy and security of guest infor-
mation can tourists and travelers’ satisfaction and 
trust be enhanced (Dickson, 2016). A deep de-
pendence of the green tourism sector on technolo-
gy and network services requires the demand for 
trained and knowledgeable staff. Additionally, 
adequate green management activities through 

strategic and organizational changes are also re-
quired. Only in this way the whole business mod-
el, and the tourism industry can be revolutionized. 

 
2. Green marketing role in the tourism 
sector 
Environmental concerns regarding soil, air and 
water pollution and GHG emissions have been in 
focus of the world community since the 1960s 
(Garg, 2015). It is anticipated that the condition of 
the environment will worsen in the years to come. 
Some of the expectations include the rise of aver-
age temperature between 1.8 0C and 4.0 0C during 
the 21st century as the consequence of the burning 
of fossil fuels. Climate-change-induced calamities 
alone are projected to account for 500,000 deaths 
and $340 billion in damages by 2030, compared 
to recent 315,000 and $125 billion. Furthermore, 
it is projected that, by 2025, two-thirds of the 
world’s population will not have access to potable 
water (Ottman, 2011). Evidently, these climate 
changes and global warming will affect the tour-
ism sector. Until recently, only non-Governmental 
organizations, environmental activists, and bodies 
have been active in this sphere, but nowadays 
people become aware more than ever before of 
diverse products and service impact on the envi-
ronment and human health. Therefore, business 
organizations have started to integrate environ-
mental concerns of the society into organizational 
activities, which results in the realization of green 
concepts such as green design, green production, 
green packaging, green pricing, green logistics, 
green promotion, green marketing, and so on. In 
other words, adopting green management princi-
ples and requirements is crucial in achieving eco-
nomic and social benefits. Green management can 
be defined as an attempt of every individual to 
move towards earth-centered and nurturing mode 
(Zahedi, 2012). As a way to promote the green 
and sustainable management, green marketing is 
adopted today as a marketing strategy by many 
companies in developed countries (Garg, 2015). 
Green marketing has evolved over a period of 
time through three phases (Jain, Naidu, & Payasi, 
2010; Jayakumar, 2017): 
 

1. Ecological green marketing - during this 
period all marketing activities were focused 
to overcome and provide solutions for en-
vironmental problems. 

2. Environmental green marketing – this peri-
od was dedicated to development of clean 
technologies, and new products, which take 
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care of issues regarding pollution and 
waste. 

3. Sustainable green marketing – this phase 
came to prominence in the late 1990s and 
early 2000s. 

 
Hence, the increasing trend of adopting eco-

friendly business, technologies and services has 
offered new business opportunities for making a 
profit and led to the emergence of the term green 
marketing (Fig. 3) (Jain, 2013; Kumar & 
Ghodeswar, 2015). Green marketing is the part of 
all the activities designed to generate and facilitate 
any changes intended to satisfy the requirements 
of consumers and society without harming the 
environment (Polonsky, 1994). 

 

 
Figure 3   Benefits of going green 

Source: Jain, 2013 

 
In other words, green marketing represents the 

efforts of an organization in designing, promoting, 
pricing and distributing products with minimal or 
no impact on the environment (Pride & Ferrell, 
1993). Thus, green marketing is implemented in 
practice through the application of environmental-
ly acceptable strategies (Bošković & Štoković, 
2001): 

▪ Development and fulfillment of market 
segments that have developed environmen-
tal awareness; 

▪ Ensuring the implementation of environ-
mental standards and their incorporation in-
to business activities; 

▪ Improving the quality standards of products 
and packaging for the product; 

▪ Establishment of promotional strategies 
adapted to new segments of green consum-
ers by working with groups of Environ-
mental Protection; 

▪ Improvement of environmental standards 
and launching green initiatives; 

▪ Ecolabel certifications promotions. 
 

These strategies can also be applied to tourism 
resulting in the following effects of green market-
ing on businesses: (Polonsky & Rosenberger, 
2001): 

 

▪ Reduce costs - by adopting green standards 
in production processes, available re-
sources are consumed in better manners, 
which leads to cost reduction. 

▪ Gaining competitive advantage - by offer-
ing green products that green consumers 
want to buy, meet the needs of the market, 
satisfies customers and leads to increased 
profitability. 

▪ Improving business processes - the green-
ing process can be considered as an oppor-
tunity to improve products, develop new 
business strategy, mission, vision, etc. tak-
ing into account the guidelines of green 
marketing. 

 
As it can be seen, the green marketing is a 

marketing strategy that has a positive impact on 
environmental safety and can be regarded as a 
tool for protecting the environment for the future 
generation. Therefore, the companies that want to 
survive in this market have to go green in all as-
pect of their business (Jayakumar, 2017). Regard-
ing the green tourism, making it successful re-
quires performing adequate management and 
marketing efforts. Green marketing can be seen as 
a strategy which implies cooperation between 
suppliers and sellers, partners as well as rivals, in 
order to achieve environmentally sustainable de-
velopment throughout the entire value chain. At 
the same time, the cooperation of all business 
functions in achieving profit and long-term, posi-
tive contributions to the environment is necessary. 
In order to gain all the strategic advantages that 
green management and marketing has to offer to 
green tourism requires the engagement of all par-
ticipants, top management, stakeholders and indi-
viduals in business (Meler & Ham, 2012). 

 
Conclusion 
Since travel and tourism industries are able to 
generate significant social, economic and cultural 
benefits and development of any region, a large 
number of tourist destinations are trying to attract 
the tourists to their destinations in various ways. 
Achieving smart and green tourism requires cer-
tain activities including the production of ecologi-
cally safe, recyclable and biodegradable products, 
using energy efficient operations with minimal or 
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no pollution, efficient waste management, con-
serving cultural and natural assets, etc. Keeping in 
mind the importance of such sustainable and so-
cially responsible products, processes and ser-
vices, the technology significantly assists in 
greening up products and processes. G-IoT as a 
leading way to achieve numerous benefits along-
side minimized harm on the environment and hu-
man health will evidently play a significant role in 
achieving economic and environmental benefits in 
diverse areas, including the tourism sector. To-
gether with the G-IoT, adequate management and 
marketing efforts are mandatory in the process of 
protecting the environment and moving towards 
sustainable development. Such efforts are known 
under the terms green management and green 
marketing and have been recognized as one of the 
most important business strategies to achieve re-
sponsible, sustainable and accessible tourism. SM 
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